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Abstract- A rich literature discussing techniques for
adopting neural networks for metamodelling of complex
systems exists. The main focus in many studies conducted so far
has been on training and utilising neural networks as point
estimators/predictors. Uncertainties prevailing within complex
systems and dependencies amongst constituent entities are real
threats for prediction performance of these types of
metamodels. From a practical point of view, an indication of
prediction accuracy is necessary before making a decision
based on results yielded by a metamodeI. In this paper we
adopt neural network metamodels for constructing prediction
intervals of stochastic system performance measures. Upper
and lower bounds of a prediction interval are computed such
that the real system performance will lie between them with a
high probability. Demonstrated results for a real world case
study show that the constructed prediction intervals cover the
targets, are more informative and more suited for decision
making, when compared with point predictions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Developing metamodels for abstractly describing andmodelling behaviours of complex systems has a long
history. Metamodels are essentially an approximation
of system input and output relationships constructed in some
regions of input space [1]. They have been given different
names in literature, such as response surfaces, surrogates,
emulators and auxiliary models. As these models are
abstract, they are often used in conjugation with other more
detailed models. The motivation for developing and using
metamodels is to overcome the drawbacks of complicated
simulation models. These include intensive computational
demands, domain specific expertise and difficulty to be
operated in real time applications [2] [3]. The ease in
development and exploitation of abstract metamodels
encourages analysers and system planners to consider them
as more suitable alternatives to detailed models.
Regression and response surface techniques have been the
most frequently used techniques for metamodelling in
previous decades [1] [4] [5] [6]. The main advantages of
these techniques for metamodelling of complex systems are
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ease of their development and low computation mass in their
exploitation stage. However, these benefits do not come
without any cost. Although development and utilisation of
these metamodels is straightforward, they cannot compete
with their younger artificial intelligent-based counterparts,
such as Neural Network (NN). Classified as a particular type
of nonlinear regression, NNs outperform traditional
metamodels in terms of both their precision and capability of
capturing nonlinear relationships amongst inputs and outputs
of the underlying systems [2]. Concurrent with the
emergence and growth of theories and techniques for
developing NNs, the last two decades have seen a
proliferation of NN metamodelling in different areas of
science and engineering. This includes manufacturing
enterprises (mainly the semiconductor industry) [2] [7] [8]
[9], financial analysis [10] and environmental studies [11]
[12]. In some case studies, researchers have used NN
metamodels (instead of detailed simulation models) for
operation optimisation of the underlying systems [13] [14]
[15].
No matter which technique is employed for
metamodelling, its accuracy and precision is always
questionable. The majority of studies conducted and
research reported so far concerns the development of
metamodels for point prediction without any indication of its
likely accuracy. As systems become larger and more
complicated, with many interconnected components, more
uncertainty creeps into their operation. This negative effect
on performance of metamodels for point prediction of any
target, is especially observable in the manufacturing
enterprise domain, where many processes and operations are
stochastic in nature. Chen [9] has also accounted for other
issues that have a negative influence on the performance of
metamodels. These negative effects cannot be compensated
solely through increasing network size (neither hidden
layers nor neurons). As currently developed metamodels
only offer a point estimate without any measure of its
accuracy, making decisions based on that prediction is
inherently risky.
In many real world applications operational planners and
decision makers require more than just a point estimate
produced by a metamodel. In fact, exact prediction of targets
may not be of high importance. Given the stochastic nature
of their operation, an interval that with a high probability
will include the corresponding target, can server as a more
appropriate decision making tool. In spite of its practicality,
interval prediction has not been fully investigated in the area
of metamodelling. This is partially due to the fact that there
is no widely accepted theory and foundation for calculating
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technique widely used in literature [21] [22]. A concern
about this technique is its computational mass, as many
networks are required to ensure a reliable estimate [18].
Chryssolouris et a!. [23] and Hwang et a!. [24] have
described another method for constructing confidence and
prediction intervals for NNs respectively, where they
assume that the variance of data is constant in input space.
In this paper, we have adopted this approach to construct
prediction intervals for outputs of NN metamodels.
Generally a neural network model can be represented as a
nonlinear regression function as follows:
y;=f(X;.f/)+6; (i=l, . .. ,n) (1)
where X ; (with dimension m x I) and e* (with dimension
p x l ) are input vector and set of neural network true
weights and biases, respectively. It is assumed that 6; are iid
with a normal distribution N(O,(72) .
The least-squares estimate of [/ is e, which is obtained
by minimising the error function through a backpropagation
algorithm. In a small neighborhood of g* , the linear Taylor
series expansion for the model (1) can be written as:
j\ = f(X;,e*)+ f/ to-o', (i =1, . . .,n)
where
JO T =[aj(x;,e*) aj(X;,e*)
eo, ».
=[aj(x;,e*)] (k=l, ... ,p)
eo,
Representing and interpreting neural networks as
nonlinear regression models allows standard asymptotic
theory to be applied to construct prediction intervals. For the
linear model in (2), an approximate prediction interval with
100(1- a) confidence can be obtained [24]:
Y• . +t
1
-
a I 2 s 'I + r T(FF') -1 r1 - n-p V)O )0
where sand F are the standard deviation estimate and the
Jacobian matrix of neural network outputs with respect to its
parameters (weights and biases) , respectively.
Mathematically, these two terms are calculated as follows:
and constructing prediction intervals for outputs of
metamodels [17]. Additionally, nonlinear metamodels (e.g.,
neural networks) often contain many equations and rely on
nonlinear relationships. These nonlinearities add to
difficulties for computing prediction intervals.
In this paper, we aim to address these issues through
construction of prediction intervals for the outcomes of the
developed NN metamodels. In fact, instead of just
generating a point estimate , a prediction interval will be
constructed for each unseen sample such that the real output
will lie within it with a high probability. Through this
method, metamodels can be used to provide decision makers
and system planners with more and better information of the
future of the underlying system. As indicated by Shrestha et.
a!. [18], the reliability and credibility of metamodels will be
enhanced through building prediction intervals for their
point estimate.
The motivation in this study for selecting NN rather than
another metamodelling technique , such as traditional
regression , is its successful application, the comparative
studies conducted by other researchers [12] [16] and the
need for non-parametric metamodelling approaches [3]. As
the NN foundation literature is well established, we refer
interested readers to [19] for further information.
Researchers frequently generate simple synthetic
examples and then construct either confidence or prediction
intervals for their outputs in much of the literature reviewed.
In this study, we collect data from a discrete event
simulation model, which is a validated, virtual
representation of a very complex real world system. The
underlying system is composed of many homogenous and
heterogonous autonomous and controlled entities , which as
linked together.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 describes the procedure for constructing prediction
intervals for outputs of feedforward neural network
metamodels. Section 3 briefly describes the simulation
model for logging data. Numerical results for a massively
complex enterprise with many homogenous and
heterogonous components are demonstrated in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with some remarks
and future research directions.
II. PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR NEURAL NETWORKS
The terminology used in this study for prediction intervals
is the one used in [18]. Fig. I schematically shows the
concept of a prediction interval for outputs of a metamodel.
Comprised of upper and lower bounds , a prediction interval
is a measure of the confidence in the output of a model for
not-yet-seen input samples. It is expected that the target will
lie within the interval with a prescribed probability that is
called the confidence level in literature. From a practical
standpoint, prediction intervals for unseen data are of more
importance than confidence intervals of the true regression
[18] [20] and are typically wider [21].
There are several accepted approaches for constructing
prediction intervals for nonlinear regression. Resampling-
based methods , such as bootstrapping, are a common
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function with n - p degrees of freedom, evaluated at l-!:..
2
Calculating the Jacobian matrix is time consuming and
problematic, especially when the number of hidden layers
and their neurons are increased for the purpose of achieving
higher accuracy. Nevertheless, once the matrix is calculated
offline it can be used in real time applications for quickly
constructing prediction intervals for the outputs of the
underlying neural network. The same applies to the estimate
of the standard deviation (using (6» and it is calculated once
in the offline training stage.
An important issue related to the prediction intervals is
their range. From (4), it is obvious that in the calculation of
prediction intervals the only parameter that depends on a
particular sample value is.fo. Wideness or narrowness of a
III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is used either where
traditional pen and paper-based modelling techniques fail to
describe the system behaviour or when system outputs
cannot be directly observed. DES models are often used for
modelling complex systems, such as manufacturing
enterprises, organisations, airports, and mines, or optimising
their operations. For almost one decade both academia and
industry have participated in attempts for developing virtual
representations of real world systems using COTS software.
In this study Quest® from Delmia was used to develop a
highly detailed model of an international Baggage Handling
System (BHS) [25] [26]. A BHS includes many processes
and operations that are completed by either machines
(screening, tag reading, diverting, merging and routing) or
humans (picture analysis, manual encoding, unloading bags
from laterals and makeup loops and manual search).
Operation and failure of any component directly affects
other operations and process conditions. Events such as
cascade stops or route blockages are due to these physical or
operational dependencies. For further information about
BHSs and issues related to their internal operation, we refer
interested readers to [25] [26] [27] and references therein. A
snapshot of a BHS simulation model, including labels for
different components, is shown in Fig. 3.
The probabilistic nature of many events in a BHS, such as
whether a bag passes a security level or its tag is read by an
automatic tag reader, makes BHS scheduling a challenge for
system planners. As there exist many homogenous and
heterogonous components and objects within a BHS
simulation model, its replicates can be time consuming and
computationally expensive. This makes its operational
planning and optimisation through if-then analysis difficult
and sometimes infeasible. Metamodels present and a
potential alternative for partially describing these operations.
BHS metamodels can be used for optimisation purposes or
operational planning, including examining tentative flight
schedules or allocation of check-in stations.
prediction interval is mainly attributable to a large.fo.
Conversely, the formula of .fo in (3) is the gradient of the
network output with respect to its modifiable parameters.
This interpretation links narrowness or wideness of
prediction intervals to the gradient matrix of the network
calculated in a specific point. A larger gradient will result in
a wider interval and vice versa.
The steps for constructing prediction intervals for outputs
of feedforward neural networks, no matter what structure,
are summarised in Fig. 2. This accelerates the process of
constructing prediction intervals and makes their online
applications possible.
(5)
(6)
the Student t-distribution
af(xJ)
» .
8f(Xz,O)
».
8f(XJ)
eo,
8f(Xz,O)
eo,
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a01
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Fig. 2, Steps for constructing prediction intervals for NNs
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Fig. 3, Snapshot ofBHS simulation model
Mctamodcl Network
Output Struc ture Inputs
T50 4-5-1 FT,ClC, LoM
T80 5-3-1 CIC , LoM
T90 3-3-1 CIC , LoM
Mean 3-4-1 FT, CIC , LoM , WIP
TABLE I
STRUCTURES AND INPUT SETS FOR NETWORKS
sets: training (85%) and test (15%). First, the training
samples were normalised to have zero mean and unit
variance. This was done to avoid the metamodel favouring
some inputs over others due to the difference in their
amplitudes. Feedforward NN metamodels were then
constructed and trained using the first data set. After some
experiments, it was realised that NN metamodels with two
hidden layers yield much better results than networks with
only one hidden layer and any arbitrary number of neurons.
Networks were trained for less than one thousand epochs in
order to prevent network over fitting. The built metamodels
were then used to estimate targets in the test dataset. Inputs
and outputs of test sets were normalised, based on training
set minimum and maximum values. Table I provides more
information about metamodels developed for predicting
T50, T80, T90 and Tmean. For instance, a 4-5-1 structure
means that the network has three layers with five, four and
one neuron(s) in its layers.
One of the assumptions made when constructing
prediction intervals is normality of residuals. The veracity of
this assumption was checked through analysis the normal
probability plot of residuals. Fig. 4 shows this linear plot for
T50 residuals.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The one day operation of a BHS with a 272 flight
schedule was simulated and data was logged for further
process and analysis. Statistics related to the travel time of
each flight bag is matter of importance when assessing
performance of a BHS. In this study, the mean of in-system
travel time and time required for processing 50%, 80% and
90% of each flight bag were considered as target outputs.
Hereafter we refer to these target variables as Tmean , T50,
'1'80, and '1'90 respectively. There are many design factors
and simulation variables that directly/indirectly affect the
performance measures of the detailed BHS simulation
model. Pilot simulation and consultation with domain
experts identified four variables with significant impact on
travel time of each flight bag. These are:
• Flight Type (FT): Types Economy or Economy-
business affect the time required for proc essing
bags of a flight. In fact, a passengers' arrival
distribution to the airport and consequently their
bag arrivals to the BHS depends on this parameter.
• Check-in Counter (CIC): The physical distance
between check-ins and bottlenecks of the system
affects the travel times of bags.
• Lateral or makeup loop (LoM): Bags that have a far
destination (laterals or makeup loops) will have a
longer journey in BHS.
• Work-In-Progress (WIP): A high bag loading in the
BHS may form long queues prior to system
bottlenecks (e.g., screening machines), prolonging
bag process time. WIP for each flight is calculated
as a function of time overlap between departure
times of flights and their capacities.
The second and third inputs have a direct effect on the
travel time of bags . More physical distance between check-
in counters and exit laterals is simply translated to longer
travel times of bags.
After discarding some flights of warm-up and cooling
periods [7] [16], 220 remaining flights were divided into two
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Fig. 4, Checking normality ofT50 residuals
Metamodel predictions and correspond ing 90% prediction
intervals are illustrated in Fig. 5. Prediction intervals were
constructed for each normalised sample by following the steps
described in Fig. 2. The results are reported from the best
networks, selected based on the minimum mean squared
error. All graphs show a difference between the point
prediction (diamonds) and its corresponding target
(asterisks). This means that the metamodel point prediction
performance is not perfect. Such a problem is more serious
for T80 and T90 , as the occurrence of probabilistic events in
a BHS simulation model has more effect on the system than
other outputs (T50 and Tmean). For instance, if automatic
tag readers fail to read tags attached to bags , a queue will
form in the manual encoding station. Formation of such a
queue will increase the travel time for bag s waiting in this
queue . Whether or not a bag is cleared in the first level of
security has similar consequence. The occurrence of these or
similar events is more reflected in T80 and T90 . Therefore,
prediction performance for these targets is lower than for
others and in general the mean squared error is higher.
The employed method for constructing prediction
intervals shows a great performance and the prediction
intervals cover targets in almost all cases. There are only a
few cases that targets lie outside of the computed prediction
intervals (e .g., sample 9, Fig . 5, down left). With the
exception of these rare cases, prediction intervals were
found to be reliable and can be used instead of point
predictions for operational planning and decision making.
Although the widths of the prediction intervals for
samples of the four outputs are acceptable, in some specific
cases (such as sample 3, in Fig. 5, down right) they are wide.
We can reason for such a phenomenon based on (3) and (4).
The gradient matrix computed based on (3) is large, which
results in high upper and lower interval bounds. A big
gradient, by definition, means that a small variation in the
network parameters may cause a large jump in the network
outputs . Therefore, prediction intervals become wider for
these samples to address this type of sensitivity.
Alternatively, the above phenomenon can be interpreted
in another way. As discussed by Yang et al. [28], the
prediction intervals are wider for low density regions of
training data. We investigated the veracity of this for two
samples with wide prediction intervals: sample 27 of T90 ,
and sample 3 of Tmean. The prediction interval for the
former sample is the worst, as the corresponding target lies
below its lower bound. Fig . 6 shows the positions of these
two samples (red squares) with regard to the samples of
training sets (blue esterics). Obviously these two samples are
odd, as there is no sample from training sets around them.
Thus, wide prediction intervals for these two samples are not
unreasonable. This kind of analysis can provide more
information regarding accuracy of both point and interval
predictions.
Demonstrated results in Fig . 5 clearly highlight the
usefulness of prediction intervals. No matter which type of
metamodel is utilised, its performance in point prediction is
questionable. Even if they can estimate targets well, there is
no indication of their accuracy. Prediction intervals, as
shown in Fig . 5, carry more information than point
prediction. They are not only more reliable in terms of
covering targets within thei r ranges, but also report a level
of significance. These levels of significance play a critical
role in operational planning, as schedulers have a measure of
accuracy of the information they use for assessing tentative
plans.
In the future , a method will be developed for quantitative
evaluation of constructed prediction intervals. This
quantification will be based on the length of prediction
intervals and the variation of targets. Also, techniques can
be developed for training neural networks so that they
produce narrower prediction intervals.
V. CONCLUSION AN D FUTURE WORK
The main aim of this research was to develop prediction
intervals for neural network metamodels. Despite all
attempts made so far for adopting and exploiting NNs as
metamodels for complex systems their point prediction
accuracy is always in doubt. The inherent probabilistic
nature of processes in complex systems and the strong
nonlinear dependencies amongst components make the
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accurate point prediction problematic. In this paper,
prediction intervals were selected and computed as an
appropriate tool for dealing with prevailing uncertainties in
the underlying systems. Rather than yielding a point without
any measure of its accuracy, prediction intervals were
constructed for each sample point using historical data. The
implemented method is based on calculation of the Jacobian
matrix and is reasonably fast in online applications. The case
study was a detailed BHS simulation model that was used
for logging input and output data. Demonstrated results
showed that, with the exception of only a few samples,
constructed prediction intervals for all outputs were reliable
in term of covering the real target values.
There is much room for improvement and further research
in this area. Further studies will be conducted on techniques
for narrowing prediction intervals and their quantification.
Partially, this can be done through improving the design of
experiments for logging data.
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